
Express your infinite potential



Every individual has the opportunity to
to immortalize and express their true potential on the blockchain

Imagine a future where your very essence, your Digital DNA is eternally stored on the blockchain; and through the most advanced AI tools, it is brought to life, as a cybernetic extension of 
yourself in the digital space. This isn't just AI innovation; it is more than digital legacy. It is an extension of yourself, immortalized in the digital realm, secured by blockchain and animated 

by the most advanced AI algorithms. Welcome to your infinite digital Self. Welcome to Y8U.



You don’t own your data.
Others do.
We find ourselves at the cusp of a renaissance unlike any before. This is not a manifesto of ownership in the
traditional sense, but a declaration of liberation and potential.

For too long, our data—extensions of our identity, creativity, and essence—have been under the stewardship
of entities whose interests do not align with our empowerment. This manifesto serves as a beacon for those
ready to reclaim their digital selves and reshape the world.

Our lives, captured in bytes and processed in algorithms, have become commodities traded and exploited. Big
platforms and obscure actors navigate this vast digital ocean, harnessing our data without our consent,
understanding, or control. As we enter the age of AI automation, our humanity and expression of Self will
become the single most important asset. We are here to help you regain control.

Our manifesto marks the beginning of an unprecedented renaissance, where digital sovereignty becomes the
cornerstone of our future. It heralds a shift from passive digital existence to active digital empowerment. This
change is not just about owning our digital content in the conventional sense but embracing the freedom and
potential that come with true ownership of our digital identities. The disparity between the interests of large
platforms and individual empowerment has led to a critical juncture. Our personal data, once a mere extension
of our identity, has become a commodity in a marketplace that profits from our lack of control.

As we stand on the brink of this new era, dominated by AI automation, the essence of what it means to be
human is being redefined. Our unique expressions, creativity, and digital footprints are transforming into the
most valued currencies. This document serves not only as a declaration of our intent to reclaim our digital selves
but also as a guide for navigating the complexities of this new digital landscape.

In this transformative period, understanding the value of our digital presence is paramount. Our actions,
thoughts, and creations in the digital realm must be recognized as extensions of our very selves, deserving of
protection and respect. We advocate for a world where individuals are the unequivocal owners of their digital
identities, free from the exploitation and manipulation by those who have traditionally held the keys to our
digital chains.

This renaissance is about more than just reclaiming control; it's about rewriting the rules of digital
engagement. It's about establishing a new order where transparency, consent, and individual rights are not
just valued but are the foundation of the digital ecosystem. By harnessing the power of blockchain and other
decentralizing technologies, we can create a digital world that reflects our diverse identities and values, a
world where we can truly thrive.

As pioneers of this new digital frontier, our mission extends beyond personal liberation. We seek to inspire
collective action, to unite in our quest for a digital society that prioritizes the human element above all.
Together, we can forge a future where our digital selves are not just protected but celebrated, a future where
each of us has the power to shape our digital destiny.

In this quest, your voice, your creativity, and your data are your most valuable assets. Let us embark on this
journey together, armed with the knowledge that in unity there is strength, and in our digital selves, there is
limitless potential. The path forward is one of collaboration, innovation, and unwavering dedication to crafting
a digital legacy that honors our humanity. Welcome to the digital renaissance, where your digital self is finally,
truly, yours.

Reclaim thyself

M A N I F E S T O



Blockchain is not a technology,
it's a declaration of freedom
Imagine a world where each piece of data you create is yours beyond any conceivable doubt, anchored in the
immutable ledgers of blockchain technology.
This isn't just a futuristic dream; it's a burgeoning reality where the lines between digital and physical identity
blur, merging into a single, unbreakable chain of existence. As we delve deeper into the digital age, the
distinction between who we are online and offline is dissolving, making every byte of data a fragment of our
broader digital persona.

This transformation heralds a revolution far beyond mere ownership. It signifies a shift towards a digital
sovereignty where our online presence—our thoughts, creations, and interactions—are as much a part of us as
our physical bodies. Blockchain technology, with its promise of security and immutability, offers a foundation for
this new era. It's a paradigm where every digital action is a signature, an indelible mark of our existence and
influence in the digital cosmos.

As we navigate this shifting landscape, the concept of a digital self becomes increasingly complex and rich with
potential. Our digital footprints, once fleeting and ephemeral, now hold the weight of permanence. They
become assets, legacies, and even heirlooms, passed down through digital generations. This new model of data
ownership isn't just about control; it's about legacy, identity, and, ultimately, humanity's evolution as creators in
an interconnected world.

Blockchain offers more than security—it promises freedom and autonomy over our digital identities, enabling
a society where privacy, consent, and individuality are not just valued, but guaranteed.

At Y8U.AI, we acknowledge a crucial truth: our data, which embodies our identity, creativity, and essence, has
long been controlled by others. Our manifesto is a call to action, a declaration of liberation from the
constraints of traditional data ownership. We stand at the dawn of a new era, where AI automation
emphasizes the significance of our humanity and expression of Self. Our mission is to empower you to reclaim
control over your digital identity and to use it to create value, both for yourself and the world.

Every byte of our creativity and identity remains unequivocally ours

M A N I F E S T O



Meet the new y8u. 
AI is the lens through which our data becomes alive, creating endless
possibilities. Through AI, language is no barrier; we can communicate, create value, and connect across the
globe with ease and authenticity.

While jobs are being threatened by AI automation, we offer a solution to put AI in service of our careers. And
not just your current one, but ALL possible careers!

Our endeavours, once confined by time and the limits of our physical
abilities, can now be expanded, replicated, and evolved endlessly in digital
realms. Books, videos, art—every creation can be crafted to reflect unique
style and personality, transcending time and space.

In this boundless digital sphere, AI becomes the synergic engine driving our digital personas, enabling us to
leave indelible marks on the world's canvas without the constraints of physical presence. This democratization
of creation paves the way for careers that were once unimaginable—where educators become globally
accessible knowledge avatars, artists manifest their visions in virtual galleries without borders, and consultants
lend their expertise without a moment lost to travel.

Explore your infinite potential

M A N I F E S T O

The synergy of AI with our professional aspirations equips us to build and interact within a myriad of vocations
simultaneously. Like an artist working with a palette of infinite hues, we can blend our skills and passions in novel ways,
giving rise to new forms of vocations and crafts that are as fluid and dynamic as the digital streams that carry them. In this
new age, our careers are not linear paths but rich, multidimensional tapestries woven from the threads of our varied
talents and the technology that amplifies them.

This narrative is not just of individual enhancement but of collective evolution. As AI nurtures our professional selves, it also
fosters a more connected and collaborative society. In virtual environments, our avatars work, learn, and create alongside
others from every corner of the globe, unbound by language or location, weaving a rich tapestry of collective human
potential. Thus, we enter an era where our work, inscribed in the digital ledger, contributes to a universal mosaic of human
achievement, an enduring testament to the age where our digital and physical realities converge.



Thinking

Looking

Talking

Multiply yourself

Digital DNA

AI Ready protocol
Blockchain protocol that transcends
traditional concepts of digital immortality
by enabling individuals to animate their
essence through AI.

Extract your Digital DNA
Y8U protocol allows for the creation of multiple, autonomous AI 
entities, each derived from and representing different aspects of 
the original individual's digital DNA. 

Scale yourself
AI models that can pursue diverse objectives, interact with the 
world independently, and evolve, effectively multiplying the 
individual's presence, impact, and legacy.



AI ready
web3 protocol
Y8U.AI is a native decentralized protocol built on top of the Humans blockchain that combines content-addressable
storage with smart contract-based consent management, allowing users to control how their traits, encoded as
protected data NFTs (and ranging from voice recordings, face scans and beyond) are processed by AI Miners. The
protocol ensures data integrity and security through encryption and offers a scalable, efficient solution for ethical AI
development. Through processing via the AI Miners, the resulting AI NFTs, containing AI models of their traits (voice,
face etc) will be part of a multifaceted Digital DNA that aims to replicate as much of the user in the digital space,
forever immortalized on the blockchain.

The AI Miners will be compensated with y8u tokens based on AI model fidelity and demand via our Genomic
Consensus.

All the models generated as part of the Digital DNA will be under full control of the user, who will be able to use it to
generate derivative media content with it, or (upon request and payment) allow third parties to generate content
with it, creating a lucrative digital economy and further benefits for the user.

Store your data Open to AI developers Own your AI models Use it anywhere

Technicaldetails:

The Y8u protocol can be characterized by 4 simple mechanics aimed at boosting utility,
scalability, and adoption of web3 and AI.

• Data Vault: Y8u begins by providing users with an information vault, enabling them to
securely store their recordings and personal data in a decentralized, self-custodial manner
on blockchain related technology. The Data Vault in Y8u is built on top of IPFS.

• Web3 AI Digital Cloning: The data stored in the vault can be utilized by its owners to
generate AI Web3 assets. They can select their preferred AI Miners and transform their raw
data into NFTs with embedded AI capabilities, as part of a Digital DNA.

• Dapps: The Digital DNA assets can be employed within Y8u AI Dapps or any dapp developed
outside of Y8u that permits the utilization of data stored within Y8u AI NFTs.

• Web3 Market: Y8u is governed by the Y8u Token, serving as both an incentive for
individuals engaging with the protocol and as the means for payment and staking.



y8u are not fungible
Encode Your Essence on the Blockchain

Infinite variations Stored on blockchain Data as Digital DNA AI Ready

Embark on a journey of endless discovery, 
where infinite variations of yourself unlock the 
boundless potential of what you can become.

Empower your digital footprint with the 
unbreakable security of blockchain, ensuring 
your data remains forever yours, immutable 
and protected.

Forge your legacy in digital DNA, with AI-ready 
facets of your existence—voice, face, writings, 
genome—immortalized on blockchain, setting 
the stage for future innovations to amplify and 
interact with the essence of who you are.

Extract your digital DNA through AI miners, 
enabling the creation of bespoke AI models 
from your data—voice, face, writings, ushering 
in a new era of personalized digital interactions 
and innovations, tailored precisely to your
essence.



your data * ai miners
The convergence of AI and Blockchain

Store your data in
data sylos

Identity Voice Knowledge Thinking Genome



AI Models stored on
Humans.ai Blockchain
The blockchain of AIs, Humans is an ecosystem designed specifically for AI, 
created on CosmosSDK (IBC connected), EVM-compatible, interoperable with 
Hedera, and with a network of human validators.

Impenetrable structure to prevent various 
attack on our validator nodes.

Iconic player in the French-speaking 
cryptoasset landscape

Aims to be the largest staking pool network 
in Asia



y8u token:
The fuel of the ecosystem
Y8u.ai will launch an BEP-20 utility token to create a decentralized economy around AI-driven media revolution, allowing users
to generate revenues from their face, voice, body, and more.
Y8U token will allow AI Miners to process raw data belonging to users (ranging from AI enthusiasts, endorsing celebrities and
Web 3 believers) to create models; In return, the AI Miners will be compensated with y8u tokens, based on AI model fidelity
and demand via our Genomic Consensus.

The y8u token will also empower third-party holders to bid for the right to use the Digital DNA of others to create derivative
media content, creating a thriving decentralized AI-powered media market.

Staking Y8u tokens will also additionally yield a daily trustless return and deter malicious usage or infringement of personal
data.

Create
DNA Silos

Create
AI Models

Use
AI Models Stake



Y8u Tokenomics:
The beating heart of a decentralized economy

The Y8u economy was crafted as a DeFi system centered on incentivizing positive behavior
to foster adoption by good actors and deter negative behavior.

*Full tokenomics can be found here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18ZEefSCwtjMmS7SAkbblg6c9QVMPI19lRAKTYfFzGBM/edit#gid=2023591662
Token contract:https://bscscan.com/token/0x991b4ce57864060115700D6FC05c7780346a15Ac

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18ZEefSCwtjMmS7SAkbblg6c9QVMPI19lRAKTYfFzGBM/edit
https://bscscan.com/token/0x991b4ce57864060115700D6FC05c7780346a15Ac


roadmap

voice models
jan

voice dApp
feb

private sale
March

public sale
April

Listing
April

$20M FDV

Unlock the infinity
within you dApp



Discover y8ur ecosystem:
Generate an infinity of Y8Us

Embark on a journey within your ecosystem, where 'Y8U' becomes the key to 
unlocking endless possibilities—each iteration a new exploration of your vast 
potential, creating a mosaic of selves that collectively define the universe of you.

Unveil Infinite 'Y8U' Horizons

Join y8u(rs) 
community of free 
humans and ai 
pioneers



Within Y8U, an infinite universe awaits 
exploration.

Imagine a future where every essence is as unique as a fingerprint, preserved 
forever on the blockchain. This isn't just innovation; it's legacy, designed by you, 
secured by the blockchain. Welcome to the next chapter, where your essence is 

immortalized in the digital realm, seamlessly blending the art of living with the 
technology of tomorrow. 

thank you
y8u.ai


